5 Mar. 1879; Gold & Stock to TAE, 5 Mar. and 14 Apr. 1879; all DF
[TAEM 52:4, 7– 8, 30, 33–34, 23–24, 35; TAED D7937B, D7937E,
D7937F, D7937W, D7937Y, D7937Z, D7937P, D7937Q , D7937ZAA]).
This prompted efforts to develop a better method of packing the buttons
for shipment and to make the buttons themselves less friable (N-78-1220.3:33, N-79-03-10.2:9–23, both Lab. [TAEM 30:534, 31:1129–36;
TAED N015:16, N032:3–10]; Cat. 1308:117 [Order No. 50], Batchelor
[TAEM 90:725; TAED MBN003:32]). The Gold and Stock Telegraph
Co. of California sought to overcome this problem by making its own
buttons from carbon supplied by Edison. When George Ladd, president
of the California company, complained in June about the cost of the carbon, Edison explained that “the reason why the charges have been increased is that heretofore we have been using imported Vienna chimneys
but the American competition has driven the former out of the market
while the American chimneys are very cheap, they are also exceedingly
poor, and we now break 10 chimneys where we formerly broke one. For
instance last week we broke 35 chimneys and only made 900 buttons”
(Walker to TAE, 25 and 28 Jan. 1879; Ladd to TAE, 27 June 1879 [misdated as 1880 in TAEMG2]; all DF [TAEM 52:9–10, 55:635; TAED
D7937G, D7937H, D7937ZBN1]; TAE to Ladd, 7 July 1879, Lbk.
4:451 [TAEM 80:92; TAED LB004451]). In 1880, Edison noted that
“the Carbon we make for telephones is excessively costly it would take
us three months to make ten lbs & take 25 bbls of oil only 1⁄10 of 1 per
cent made is suitable for telephones” (TAE to W. H. Van Ornum, 24
Sept. 1880, DF [TAEM 55:657; TAED D8043ZAT]).
21. Franklin Badger, superintendent of the Montreal Fire Alarm
System, had held the exclusive Canadian rights to Edison’s telephone
inventions. At Edison’s request he agreed in the latter part of 1878 to sell
these rights to the Gold and Stock Telegraph Co. (see TAEB 4:455 n. 1).
On 18 January 1879, Badger wrote that he had signed the papers and received his $1,000 payment the previous November (DF [TAEM 52:172;
TAED D7939C]).
22. This agreement was executed on 21 January 1879. DF (TAEM
52:174; TAED D7939D).
23. Charles Batchelor was Edison’s chief experimental assistant. See
TAEB 1:495 n. 9, 2:72.
24. “Martha & Kids” are unidentiﬁed. Adams reportedly had two
daughters, but their names and ages at this time are unknown. Obituary,
New York Herald, 6 May 1879, Cat. 1241, item 1186, Batchelor (TAEM
94:483; TAED MBSB21186).

DYNAMO DESIGN

Doc. 1653

In December 1878, Edison and his assistants had begun sustained research into the operating principles of contemporary
dynamo-electric generators and started to design new machines incorporating what they had learned. Drawing on this
research, which continued during the ﬁrst week of January,
Edison designed his ﬁrst experimental generator intended
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speciﬁcally to meet the requirements of his projected electric
light and power system. He sought to produce an economical
machine that would provide as much energy as possible by
completely containing the magnetic ﬁeld so that all of it could
be used to generate electricity.1
On 30 December (Doc. 1646), Batchelor had described a
modiﬁed Siemens generator in which the stationary inner iron
core was wired to become an electromagnet that supplemented
the power of the external ﬁeld magnets; the hollow armature
rotated between that core and the ﬁeld magnets. In notes written on 1 January, Batchelor described a design for commutator
springs that seems to specify the same sort of moving armature
and commutator. (Edison’s drawing of 4 January shows the attachment of the coils to the commutator.) In the drawings of
the present document, the external ﬁeld magnets are gone, replaced by an iron shell, and it is not clear which components
move. Judging by commutator drawings from later in the ﬁrst
week of the year, the dynamo design had shifted to one having
a stationary armature and commutator with a moving internal
ﬁeld magnet and commutator springs. When the ﬁeld magnet
rotated inside the armature drum, the springs rotated around
the commutator, allowing current to ﬂow from the armature
coils to a circuit outside the machine. By having only the smallEdison’s 4 January
drawing shows details of
his ﬁrst dynamo design,
including the shell case (top
left), the armature (top
center) with an exploded
view of its connections
(bottom), and the rotating
ﬁeld magnet (top right).
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Drawings from U.S.
Patent 264,643 show the
design of this dynamo.

est part of the generator—in this case, the ﬁeld magnet—
move, minimum work was required to provide the highest rotational speed.2
During the ﬁrst week of January, Charles Batchelor speciﬁed
the dynamo’s dimensions and windings and prepared some
measured drawings for it. Designed to ﬁt on a base eighteen
and one-quarter inches wide by thirty-six and one-eighth
inches long, the machine was to be a little over a foot and a half
high with a diameter of twelve inches and an armature ﬁve
inches across. There are several measured drawings of com-
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mutator designs from the week following this document, and
the machine was completed in mid-February (see Doc. 1682).3
1. Docs. 1621, 1627, and 1641; Vol. 16:320–25, 328–46, 348–50; N78-12-11:71–126; N-78-12-16:232–47; all Lab. (TAEM 4:752–57,
760– 79, 781– 83; 29:714–39, 1180– 87; TAED NV16:274– 79, 282–
301, 303–5; N007:36 –61; N010:106 –13).
2. N-79-01-01:25, 45, 50–51, 55; Vol. 16:349; all Lab. (TAEM
30:270, 280, 283, 285; 4:782; TAED N013:11, 21, 24, 26; NV16:304).
3. N-79-01-01:25–59; Unbound Notes and Drawings (1879); Oversize Notes and Drawings: Machine Shop Drawings (1879–1880); Cat.
1146; all Lab. (TAEM 30:270– 87, 44:974–5, 45:44, 6:638; TAED N013:
11–28, NS79:2–3, NS7986C:1–2, NM014:16).

1653
Notebook Entry:
Electric Lighting

[Menlo Park,] Jan 2nd 1879
Edisons Magneto Electric Mach.
Have begun to make a practical working machine after a few
weeks hard study on magneto electric principles.1

Chas Batchelor
ADDENDUM a
[Menlo Park,] Feb 15 1879
We have not been able to take off these currents as yet as the
pull on the shell has ruptured the wire and we were obliged to
cut it up
X, NjWOE, Batchelor, Cat. 1304:25 (TAEM 91:27; TAED
MBN004:25). Written by Charles Batchelor. aAddendum is an X, written by Batchelor.
1. See headnote above.
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